
SLAB 400 SERIES

As we all continue to ride the wave of the skinny shaker 

design (Slab 400s), Meridian Products is introducing 

two new looks to our line. The Slab M460 has the 

skinniest overall square bead look to-date, with a 1/4" 

wide frame and 1/8" set back. We are also introducing 

our first skinny shaker step bead in our Slab M465, 

which has an overall 7/8" wide framing with a double 

1/8" step down.

CUSTOM CABINET SHELVING 

Introducing our new finished cabinet shelf 

line. Save time and let us make your cabinet 

shelves for you.

All are made out of maple with a 

prefinished front edge band.

Available in any dimension. Shelf clips 

included.

Meridian Products now offers solid  

wood outlets and switch plates. 

Available in the following species: 

Cherry, Hard Maple, Walnut, QS White 

Oak, and Hickory.
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

One of the fastest growing trends in the market is a painted drawer box. Our Jet Black paint on an 

oak box is both sleek and clean; it works as a pleasing contrast to a white kitchen, closet or bathroom 

project. New options for both closets and bathrooms are also available.

RECON VENEER 

Meridian is now offering a full line of recon veneer 

doors and drawers in the following species: Rift White 

Oak, Walnut, Mahogany, and Cherry. It’s the perfect 

product line for the client looking for an extremely 

consistent color and grain match.

EMAIL UPDATES 

Get regular updates on Meridian news 

and product trends by signing up for our 

bi-monthly emails. Contact your CSR or 

sales member to get added to our list!

MDF MULLION 
DOORS 

We continue to 

advance our MDF 

mullion line. Do you 

have a specific look 

in mind? Contact 

your CSR or sales 

member to ask for 

availability.

Oak in Jet Black

Rift White Oak in Peanut finish QC Walnut with Clear Coat
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Oak Cutlery in Jet Black & Painted  
Cotton White Drawer Box

Walnut Jewelry Box & Painted 
Cotton White Drawer Box
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My name is Lesa Lefever and I am the Customer Service Supervisor at 

Meridian Products. 

I joined the Meridian team in February of 2015 as a Customer Service 

Representative and was promoted to supervisor in January of 2023. In 

my new role, I oversee a superior team that works diligently to serve 

Meridian customers. 

Throughout my career, I have had many customer service roles. I started 

in Health Care then transitioned into small business ownership for 20 

years. Prior to my employment at Meridian Products, I was a mail carrier 

with the United States Postal Service.

While I had no specific woodworking experience when I first joined Meridian, I was fortunate to have 

a team of people around me who were willing to share their industry knowledge and expertise. With 

their support, I was able to learn the business and provide exceptional service to our customers.

My personal time is spent with my husband of 39 years, two children, and four grandchildren. I enjoy 

cooking, reading, hiking, traveling, and gardening.

TEAM SPOTLIGHT
GET TO KNOW THE TEAM BEHIND MERIDIAN PRODUCTS

EVOLUTION SERIES EXPANDED 

We are pleased to release our newest addition to our Evolution 

line. The release of Series 2 (Wood Grains), Series 3 (High Gloss), 

and Series 4 (Perfect Matte), complete the demand for a high-end 

alternative product line. All three lines are produced using laser 

edge banding to create an almost nonexistent joint with no glue 

line. It’s a great choice for those wanting a modern European-

looking kitchen or bath.

These series will include the needed parts, 8mm and 19mm full 

sheets or cut to size, laminates and edge banding directly  

through Meridian Products.

Farmhouse

Carte Blanche PM

Laser Edge

Carte Blanche HG

Dark Walnut

Vanilla Orchid PM

Vanilla Orchid HG

Mod Elm

Midnight Sun PM

Midnight Sun HG

Straight Noce

Black Noir PM Calm Sea PM

Black Noir HG

Series 2 Wood Grains

Series 4 Perfect Matte 

Series 3 High Gloss

Photographs and renderings in this brochure are for illustration 
and reference only.

Actual wood and finish colors may vary due to printing process. 
Meridian Products always recommends ordering a sample 
door and/or drawer sample for accurate color selection and 
representation.
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